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Background 

 

The Humble ISD Print Shop (“PS”) provides copy and print services for all District 

campuses and departments (“Org). The PS is equipped to meet the majority of print and 

copy job requests which are based on standard production sizes, specifications, and 

finishes. As requests are submitted, the PS Print Coordinator determines whether or not a 

print/copy request can be reasonably and economically produced in-house.  Seasonal 

volume, specialty finishing, and non-standard formatting possible reasons that a print or 

copy job might need to be outsourced. 

 

 Guidelines 

 

1. When an Org requires copy and/or print services, the Org will first fill out a PS 

Order and submit the order to the PS Print Coordinator. 

 

2. The PS Print Coordinator will determine if the PS can produce the requested print 

order.  The PS Coordinator will either return a quote or an explanation that the job 

cannot be completed at the PS. 

 

3. The Org will then determine whether to accept the PS quote or to seek an 

outsourcer.  If the Org decides to use an outsourcer, the Org will provide 

Purchasing with a copy of the PS’s response to the order as a part of the 

requisition documentation 
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Org decides to use 

Print Shop or 

outsourcer 

Org needs a print job.  Org submits print order and proof to Print Shop (“PS”.) 

If Print Shop can 

produce job a written 

quote is provided. 

If Print Shop cannot 

produce job, Print 

Shop responds in 

writing. 

Org contacts 

outsourcer to obtain 

quote.** 

If quote accepted, Org enters 

Requisition and sends outsourcer’s 

quote  and copy of PS’s response 

or quote via Contract Routing to 

Purchasing. 

Once PO approved, 

Org tells outsourcer 

to begin job. 

Org authorizes PS in 

writing  to complete job 

PS evaluates the job 

PS completes job and 

delivers to Org 

Org is charged via 

Journal Voucher 

Job delivered to Org 

and Org receives 

against the PO 

For contract questions, contact Kim Poullard in Purchasing.   


